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About This Game

ARC Continuum is an action and adventure game set on a new sci-fi world. Discover a rich universe with ancient history that
has been violently occupied by the vicious alien Kasaar race. You take on the role of Hadrian, a regular Taraanian, who is trying
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to get by until a mysterious time traveler sets in motion a series of events that will change his life, and the planet's future
forever.

Long before recorded Taraan history, the people of Taraan lived in the ignorance of the planet’s power. However, one amongst
them discovered the uniqueness of the planet: a raw and powerful energy that could tame the chaos of time. From this

discovery, the ARC was created, a device capable of controlling the rhythm of life itself. With this power, a civilization
flourished for centuries and disappeared without reason. Modern day Taraanians know little of this history but stories have been

preserved in myths and legends, unaware that their cities are built on the very location where their past once flourished.
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The ARC is a device of near godlike power, with the ARC you gain control over time itself, granting you fantastical powers to
slow, rewind or manipulate the flow of time. Alter the fabric of time and summon other versions of yourself from different

timelines for multiplayer cooperative fights.

The core game play of ARC Continuum revolves around using the ARC and its various powers not only to solve puzzles, but to
help you fight many enemies, like the Kasaar, a warlike race that travels the galaxy looking for worlds to conquer and

technology to claim. They seek the power of the ARC and have deployed some of their deadliest troops to acquire it at all costs.
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In ARC Continuum, parts of the Taraanian world are in time flux. These localized disturbances are the results of the
experimentation in time technology. With the disruption in time, you have the opportunity to jump to alternate timelines where

you can request help from other versions of yourself and complete cooperative multiplayer time objectives.
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Title: ARC Continuum
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Akimbo Creations
Publisher:
Akimbo Creations
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or Later

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Great game if you miss the old days of 3rd person shooters, the end 2000 era (Gears of War, Uncharted, all the xbox 360
shooters), It's a great solo game with great level design, good gameplay, really nice unreal engine 4 graphics, smooth running and
greatly optimised.

I would recommend to all the 3rd person shooter lovers )))

To me would really need achievements soon. Because its really polished and a nice polished solo game needs achievements.. Oh
Boy !! Where do i start ?

8 mins !! 8 mins was enough for me to decide to refund this game !! Thats like the world record !! How did this happen ?

- i couldnt set any keybindings
- i started the game, the movement feels terrible, mouse sensitivity is crap
- i approached a group of mobs and i noticed they keep shooting at me and not only my character is immortal but also there is
no animation of taking damage
- i tried to kill with ranged weapon - you have to spam the sht out of ur mouse button - the mob died
- i tried to kill mob with melee attack - the mobs dont even record taking any damage
- i decided to stand in place for a while and let some mobs attack me - woo after 30 seconds i died => there was note saying
smth like you died and the game crashed => it crashed so bad that i had to restart the PC !!
* many other strange things happened during this 8 mins but i will spare you that boring story

this game should not even be considered a tech demo !!. Nice, but very early release, can't even configure controls. Or even see
what they are?. This is definately not a finished game, hence the early access. However, it is quite an interesting adventure and
brief introduction to games world and cool time manipulation based gameplay. I think it has a fair way to go to be polished
release, but for the price it was definately a fun little play with some interesting game mechanics.. Really liked it. Sweet
graphics on UE4, interesting cyberpunk setting, good games mechanics. The lack of a controls tutorial and the need of some
fine tuning to the cutscenes animations show that this is an erly acces title. Very adecuate to try out, support ea devs and see how
this evolves
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An action\/adventure sci fi game sign me up when I saw this on the store I added it to my wishlist as I love sci fi .....

However all I can say is what a terrible game.
- Missing sounds (Sometimes you will hear guns and sometimes you won't)
- The AI is terrible.
- Repetative and boring gameplay
- "Gunplay" had very little feedback
- The UI is also pretty ugly

However and one plus point the graphics are not the worse I have seen for the price also it has a pretty good check point system.

I Refunded after 20 minutes. I struggle to see how early acsess will save this game.

Oh, it also has MP however nobody was on and it looks a little unfinished so cant really say if that was any good or not.

However, I have recorded a gameplay video of my first 20 minutes so come check my video out and save yourself the money!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NW667p6QdfQ
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